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                       Abstract 
Differential game is the development of game theory under dynamical 
condition,so also is called dynamical game.It has an important and wise application in 
the field of military strategy, aerospace engineering, economy ,finance and resource 
allocation.The development of differential game than half a century is described. 
   The main body of this paper is the applications of differential in finance.On one 
hand,this paper introduces its applications in the micro finance by giving two 
examples.one is security investment decision ,the other one is option pricing. On the 
other hand, this paper introduces its applications in the macro finance by setting up a 
differential game model of the center bank and people. 
   When financial market is not steady, then the underlying asset disobeys the 
geometric Brownian motion. At this time, both sides are a investor and bounded 
uncertain interference for security investment decision based on differential 
game.Setting up a differential game model , proving the existence of value function 
and analyzing Isaac's-Bellman PDE whether value function satisfies.Then three 
optimal investment strategies are obtained under analyzing Isaac s-Bellman equation. 
This paper sets a suitable value function，then for every given optimal investment 
strategy, the corresponding value function is obtained. And when known quantities 
satisfy a certain condition, the specific strategy will be obtained. Moreover when a 
investor has n  kinds of securities, the specific investment decision still be obtained . 
The applications of differential game in option pricing and hedging are described. 
The solution procedure of option pricing and hedging based on differential game is 
the same as security investment decision based on differential game.The key lies in 
proving the existence of value function and solving Isaac's-Bellman.  
The paper considers the macro financial game between the central bank and 
people from the angle of Theory of Economic Growth and inflation and assigns to the 
variables in Proportional Navigation corresponding meanings of Economics.At the 
end,the differential game model of the macro financial game is obtained. 
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                    第一章   微分对策发展史 
 















试图达到自己的目的，寻求 大值中的 小值及 小值中的 大值，而 优控制




美国科学家 Friedman ]2[ 严格证明了微分对策值与鞍点的存在性，从而奠定了微分
对策坚实的理论基础。Lucks ]3[ 讨论了具有二次型目标泛函的线性微分对策中平
衡反馈控制问题。著名美国数学家 Nash 则是 先将微分对策理论引入经济学领
域，并由于他的出色工作而荣获诺贝尔经济学奖。他主要研究线性二次微分对策，
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